




































































































































Senior Staff Writer 
The 
crowd of 













forget about the 
Lewinsky  scandal, 
but  
there  were 
more





Cesar  Chavez 
park
 waiting to 
serve  as a 
reminder. 
Holding signs such 
as "Clinton is the anti -
Christ" 
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ott  I 
vehiter,
 
'Special  to the. Spartan Ruh -
Protesters in 
Cesar  Chavez Park 
explode into a frenzy
 as President 
Clinton's  motorcade 
arrives
 downtown for the 
opening of the 
Tech
 Museum. Clinton's
 trip to the Bay 
Area was 
focused on raising



































the Secret Service, 
that more 
than half 












































 Clinton as 
he 
exited Air 
Force One were 
five 
members 






 to be there.
 
They  included 
the





































 and he 
said 
that he 










 to move 
on to the
 
main  issues of 
this nation 
and  




 a letter to 
Clinton,




 letter to 
the nation. 
"(The  letter) is in 
support  of 
civility,
 sense and a 
responsible 
response to 















 him that 
we sup-
ported




work  out," she 
said.  
The  president 
remained  at 
Moffett  Field for 
about  a half-
hour






Wales,  a San 
Jose 
State 
University music major, 
went to the 
airfield with 
friends to see 
Clinton  arrive. 
She said she 
is
 such a big 
Clinton 
supporter  that when he 
shook her 
hand she was 
speechless. 
"It's just 
another  person, but 
yet, this







and  she's dis-
appointed that the Starr report 
is so distracting. 
"It's sad," she 
said. "People 
are overlooking all the 
good
 
things he does." 
Twelve -year -old Justin Reed 
got to shake hands with  
Clinton, his second time meet-
ing the president. 

































































































began  to 





























































table.  He 
shook to 
the beat
























shouted,  "And 
cut." 
The 
action  on 
stage




Sarrafan  told 
Mix Master 
Mike,  the 
- 
Is01,


























 is getting her master's degree 
in
 theater
 arts at SJSU. 
extras and the production
 crew. 
Short phrases 
with  a sudden 
impact
  Sarrafan is 
making bold 
statements as 
the helm of 
SJSU's  first 
major, 
MTV -aimed music
 video shoot, which
 started 
Friday. 
The project is 
Sarrafan's idea of 
instructing  a class 
to produce a music 
video. Sarrafan wanted to share
 
his music video 
production  experience with the stu-
dents. The SJSU instructor 
has  worked (in everything 
frora Michael Jackson 
and  Henry Rollins videos to 
local underground rap and electronic music videos. 
His Radio, Television and Film 185 class began 
planning the video last semester. The idea was to 
offer a musical artist a free -of
-charge
 video. 
"Who doesn't want a free video?" said  
Sharon 
Jennings, the video's 
associate  producer. Jennings 







Marie  F. Arellario 
Staft  Writer 
Rain didn't stop 
people 
from laughing and drinking 
beer
 during this weekend's 
BrewHaHa
 festival. 




of people came to San 
Pedro Square in 
downtown  
San Jose to enjoy food, beer, 
music and stand-up comedy. 
According to Anoelle Knell 
of the San Jose Downtown 
Association, this is the first 
time the BrewHaHa festival 





with the two 
days combined. 
Turnout
 is a 
little less than 
expected  this 
year,  but that's 
understand-







they  expected the
 worst 
from the audience because of 
the weather. 
"We just had
 a really bad 
combination to 
deal  with 
today," comedian 
Matt 
Weinhold said. "You've got 
people  who are 
wet  and 
uncomfortable
  and they're 




things didn't turn out as bad 
as he had expected. 
"It was the opposite of what 
I thought it 
would  be," 
Weinhold said. "The 
crowd 
was good even in the rain.  
They stayed 





dominated the comedians' 
acts  during the 
festival. Jokes 
ranged





stained blue dress. 
Among the most
 anticipat-
ed comedy performance was 
Carlos
 Alazraqui's. Alazraqui 
is the voice behind Dinky, Taco 
Bell's
 increasingly popular 
Chihuahua.
 However, con-
trary to what the audience 
had expected, Alazraqui used 
very little of the Taco 
Bell  act. 
Instead, he too used Monica 
jokes  in his act. 
"You just have to take 
advantage of it while
 it's hot," 
Alazraqui said. 
However, Alazraqui did 
incorporate his Taco Bell 









Tina  Donnelley, 
Mark
 Pinchbauck and 
Dave Maes sample 
each 
others'  beer at the 
BrewHaHa  at San Pedro
 Square in 
downtown San 
Jose.  The festival 
featured  21 breweries, 
music  
and stand-up comedians. 
hunts just plain nuts 
I 
401,..11111.111,  




 it doesn't 
pay to 
get up in the 









 cup of coffee
 and a 
couple
 of slices of 
peanut  
butter 
toast at elbow's 
reach  can
 suddenly 
take all the fun out of a 
girl's  
day. 
Peanut butter, that 
noble staple 
of millions of 
American kids since for-
ever, 
is under vicious 
attack in public schools in 
a witch hunt that
 promis-
es all the hysteria of its Salem cousin.
 
Peanut butter, the bastion of cheap nutrition 
and 
the 
subject of many a 
how-to-make-a-p&b-
sandwich presentation for the dreaded speech 
class, is being banned in numerous elementary 
schools 
across  the country. 
Peanuts gave us President Jimmy Carter ... 
OK, never mind that one, but they do give peo-
ple in Georgia 
something  to do. 
This peanut persecution is downright un-
American.  Just because a tiny minority of chil-
dren are allergic to nuts, and
 may suffer a rare, 
severe reaction to peanut butter, administrators 
are banning the substance in school cafeterias 
like we've banned intelligence and honesty 
in 
our  politicians. 
The Centers for Disease 
Control and 
Prevention reported 88 deaths
 among all 
Americans from allergies 
to food, including 
peanuts, between 1979 and 
1996. That's rough-
ly six deaths a year. 
That's  a shame, but hardly 
an epidemic. Nevertheless, in an effort to avoid 
legal actions based on the 1990 
Americans  with 
Disabilities 
Act,  some school officials have even 
declared peanut
-free zones and set up commit-
tees to figure out how 
to
 fight the beast. They 
don't want to be 
accused
 of discrimination 
against children disabled by a food
 allergy. 
The only question is 
what they'll pick next as 
a disability to tiptoe around in the
 future. Let's 
see.
 How about not being line 
oriented? You 
know, when you can't color inside the lines. We 
could set up special tables for the non -line ori-
ented and tell them they don't have to pay 
attention to lines for the rest of their lives 
because they're disabled. 
No, wait a minute. I can
 see a definite prob-
lem 
here when it comes to driving. Well, 
then we 
could just call them 
"driving  challenged" at that 
point and hire chauffeurs for all the non -line ori-
ented  citizens, at taxpayers' expense, of course. 
See how easy that was? 
But to get back to the peanut predicament, 
some nuts back east, where they really know 
how to throw a proper witch hunt, have set up 
peanut -free tables that are scrubbed down 
before and after meals to prevent an innocent 
witch  I mean child  from being exposed to 
the black magic of elemental 
peanut
 butter. 
I can't imagine any 
elementary
 child not hav-
ing been exposed to peanut 
butter  by the time 
they're 2 years old. Every parent in America 
knows  the value of a mouthful of 
peanut  butter 
to render an offending child silent for a few min-
utes. If kids are allergic to it, parents will know 
it by the rashes, swollen 
faces or lips, diarrhea 
or wheezing that
 would follow. Now, that's worth 
looking out for. 
But if a parent
 hasn't seen any allergic reac-
tion to peanut butter by 
the  time their kids are 
5 or 6 years old, 
it's not going to happen in 
school. And it's not 
what
 schools should be 
spending  time and money on, either. It's 
a par-
ent's job to 




 should and should 
not,
 in school or any 
where else, 
It's called packing a lunch, folks. It's called 
scaring  the  wits out of your allergic kid so he or 
she won't eat the offending
 morsel when you 
can't be there to 
monitor.  It's called taking 
responsibility And if 
parents  are too busy or too 
lazy to do it, they 
shouldn't  be parents. 
Lois Jenkins 
is
 the Spartan Daily 
production 
editor























Flynt would know how to 'hustle' up crowds 
Sometimes
 truth really is stranger 
than fiction because I don't think i 
could have ever made this up. 
Apparently the "Purveyor of Fine 
Filth," Hustler publisher Larry Flynt, has 
expressed interest in buying the 
Cincinnati Reds. And the best part is he 
would probably make a better, if not more 
interesting, owner than that bigoted, 
racist hag Marge Schott. 
Schott, who has been banned from day-
to-day control of 
the  team, is the one who 
once gloated about Dave Parker and Eric 
Davis calling them, "my million -dollar nig-
gers." She is also
 the one who claimed that 
"Hitler had some good ideas in the begin-
ning. He just went a little crazy." Yeah, like 
10 million  people crazy. 
I know 
commissioner
 Bud Selig is probably
 cring-
ing about a porn 
legend like Flynt seizing 
control of 
baseball's oldest team, but how can he 
possibly be a 
worse public relations nightmare than Butch 
Schott?
 
The only reason people listen 
to
 her is to find out 
what atrocity against 
mankind  she is going to cham-
pion next. My guess is that she
 will come out in 
favor of AIDS as a good 
way  to thin out undesir-
ables, but I digress. 
No, I think Flynt in charge of the Big Red 
Machine is a splendid idea. In fact I have several 
suggestions for his new ballclub. 
First, he needs to parade 
around on the field  
ala Schottzie the Saint
 Bernard  before games 
wrapped in his American 
flag diaper. What's more 
patriotic than baseball? 
Nothing.
 
Next, he needs to surround
 himself with the 
finest staff
 I said staff that 
money  can buy. 
His
 first move should be 
hiring
 Ginger Lynn as 
general manager. Not only 
is she still a looker after 
all these years, but the former
 Ivory Snow girl could 
size up any ballplayer. 
She 





 do ballplayers always
 grab at their 
crotch?" 
She would be able to hire 
scouts  such as Jenna 
Jameson, Traci Lords
 and Vanessa Del Rio 
to
 comb 
the land looking for 
good  prospects. 
Next, he would need to hire
 Ron Jeremy as play-
er-manager. 
He may be uglier 
than  sin and hairier than 
a 
bear, but boy he does
 know how to use his bat. 
He
 
could fill in in a 
pinch-hit  role and could teach
 the 
younger fellas how 
to swing their sticks. 
Jeremy 
would assemble a 
coaching staff consisting
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As far as on -the -field 
talent,  who 
cares? Any run-of-the-mill scrub would 
do because the fans 
would  come anyway. 
With the "Godfather of 
Smut"  running 
the team, there  would be enough
 quality 





 There could be a 
helmet  giveaway 
night, if 
you  know what 
I mean. 
 
"Date  a Film 
Star Night" 
would  
bring  them in all the 
way from Toledo. 
 There could be 
a "Hustler 
photogra-




 could become 
the letter 
editor 
for a day  
"You'll
 never believe 
this  really 
happened
 to me 
but ..." 
 "Menage a 
trois  night" in your own 
luxury  box. 
 






be use4 fp% beg -wren, Owl 
4 0 
 Every day 
would
 
be ladies day. 
 
"Be  a Hustler Cartoonist
 for a Day" and 
free 
cartoon poster 
nights  would certainly 
bring Clem 
and
 Jeb from across the 
river in Kentucky. 
 But the
 highlight of the 
year
 would be the 
annual Rev. 
Jerry Falwell 
dartboard  poster 
night.  
Posters  with the face 
of Falwell would 
be
 handed out 
to 
everyone in 
attendance  as well 
as darts. In 
between 
innings  a giant 
Falwell
 tarp could be 
pulled  
out onto 
the infield and 
whoever
 hits him on 
the  
nose wins 








 the team 
can't  be any 
worse  that 
Schott. He 
might be wacky 




but he's not the
 outright bigot 
that she is. 




but I know 
it is not for 
everyone.  That's 




 hatred and 
bigotry are
 infinitely worse
 than sex and 
porn. 
Referring 
to any human 
being as a 
"million  dollar 
nigger" 
is the most 
despicable  act one 














 that just 
went 
astray either. 




 people and 
nothing Hitler












ask  yourself 
if
 he is 
really 
more
 evil than 









 what I 
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Spartan Daily
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i.e.,. edema









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































exception  to 
the 
rule during






























































 to come 




























 to blame its 
eco-
nomic problems
 on the Jews 
as well. Although
 
not nearly as 
extreme,






speculators  as 
scapegoats
 will not fix 
Asia's  economic problems.
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it takes to be 
a real fan. If 
he had any 
love or spirit for the
 
game,





 are all part of 
the enjoyment. 
Please don't 
tell us true fans 
to check 
ourselves.  You need to 
check it before
 you wreck it. 
Next 
time write about what 
you know, or I'll 
throw a cup of 
urine your 
way. Oh, bring your 
face 
and your 
article  to the 
Coliseum, 
section  146, row 
34, 
seat  2. Then 
you'll
 see Raider 











 past summer our cam-
pus has undergone some 
dramatic changes. The grass 
has been torn out, the pub is 
gone and our student body has 
been inconvenienced by the 
presence of all
 the construction. 
This week, I had my first exam. 
I studied furiously. I 
arrived  one 
hour
 early and even studied 
right before the exam. 
But this preparation seemed 
in vain, for I was unable to con-
centrate to the best of my abili-
ty during the actual exam. The 
problem was a conflict of inter-
ests. I had this test, and some
 
construction 
guy  outside my 
classroom 
window  was under 
some 
kind of order




Now, I realize 
they  have a job 
to 
do
 and what 
they











now,  doing now, 
being 
graded now? When 
can we 
expect 




This  is not the first time I 
have 
experienced
 this kind of 
trauma. 
All summer, in fact, 
the  
construction
 was going 
on at a 
time when you can't just
 close 
the window. Some 
kind of com-
promise needs to be made so 
both sides can 
get their jobs 
done. 
Could they just put off 
beginning their 
day  until "prime 
time" classes are
 over? Could 
they work 
predominately  at 
night? Coltrane does
 to avoid 
traffic 
congestion.  What
 is a stu-













 turns my 
stomach like a mouthful
 of 
lard is a 
person  like Ginny 
White who
 gets satisfaction 
from bashing thin 
women. 
In her Sept. 25, column,
 she 
claims the models and 
actresses 
we see on 
television  are pur-
posely "tortutink
 and starving 
(their)  bodies like the 
Holocaust 








 with no sub-
stantial proof 
but mere physical 
observation. 
Not all thin 
women  are pur-
posely conforming
 to fashion 
trends, nor are
 they suffering 
from 
anorexia  or bulimia. 
Some
 
of us just happen
 to have a very 
high metabolism 
rate. So what 
if some of us are a bit under-
weight? Is it fair to say all 
slightly 
overweight women have 
a serious problem? 
Nowadays, 
it would be politi-
cally incorrect
 to ridicule fat 
people, yet it's 
OK to target the 
opposite. When was the last 
time you read an editorial 
denouncing
 obese people? 
Yes,
 Ms. White, there
 are so 
many 
things to be 
afraid of in 
life. Thin women 
should  be the 
least
 of your worries. 
Everyone 




people  of all shapes
 
and sizes. 
Sometimes  that's just 
how we look - 
fat or thin. 
Accept it. 
Mabel  Chow 
computer  science 
Gay  
marriages  a 






 articles on 
legaliza-
tion of gay 
marriages,  and 
the subsequent response
 letters, 
miss the point. Legalization
 of 
gay marriages
 is a legal issue, 




 to legalize gay 
mar-
riages 




couples  from 
the right 
to love 
each  other, or live 




 or to con-
sider 
themselves  lifetime 
part-


































triggered  at the termination 
of a legal marriage, or upon dis-
ability of one spouse. Such 
rights include spousal support, 
community 
property  distribu-
tion, disability benefits, and loss 
of consortium benefits. The list 
goes on and 
on. 
We as a society
 determine 
which couples get the benefit of 
this
 collection of rights, and 
which couples do not. 
Traditionally, couples in a 
straight, monogamous marriage 
were entitled to these benefits. 
If we redefine marriage, why 
not include in 
the new defini-
tion one man married to several 
women (practiced in the Middle  
East, Africa, 
and  Utah) or one 




 South Pacific 
Islands) or one man with concu-
bines (practiced in 
the Middle 
East)
 or incestuous marriages 
(incredibly, still practiced
 in 
some cultures) or 
couples
 living 
together but not married, or 
why not include several men 




 current law 
prevents
 same-sex couples from 
living together, and I have seen 
no convincing argument for 
overhauling the U.S. legal sys-













is preoccupied with something more important
 
than fashion these days. His brother, 
Billy,  is try-
ing to beat brain
 cancer. 
"My last 
MRI  looked great, and I feel good," 
Billy 
Hilfiger  said in 
Sunday's





'I have great friends, a great 
family, and they tell 
me I have a positive 
attitude."  
Hilfiger had 
brain  surgery in 
December,  short-
ly after
 his cancer 









 every day 


















hoping  and 
thinking  
positively,  that 
is 





 42, plays in two 




'When I go to 
jobs, I meet 
janitors  and other 
building employees
 wearing Tommy
 jerseys, and 
they say













 (Al') - The 
world's  first female
 
grandmaster  in 
chess said girls
 are still 
missing
 
out on the game
 because they 
aren't taught it. 
Susan Polgar,








spoke  Saturday to 
the 
Pittsburgh 




ranked  girls 





 chess isn't 
something 
they
 teach girls," 
Polgar  said. 'It is 
improving,
 and once girls




 to compete 
with  men." 
The reigning

















Both of her 
younger
 sisters are 
in

















































public, $5 for Students 
















 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
in the Art and 
Industrial
 Studies 
buildings.  For 
more 
information,  call 
Scott  and 
Jenny at 924-4330. 
Nutrition 
and Food Science 
Club  
Entertainment
 Discount Books, 
save
 up to 50 percent on dining,
 
movies, sporting events amd more 
for 
sale
 from now until December 
in the Nutrition and
 Food Science 
Club  box located in 
Central  
Classroom Building
 Room 200. For 
more information,




Cycling  Team 
Hi -weekly 





Room. For more 




 Dustin at 
243-0952. 
SAPPS : The
 Botany Club 
Organizational
 meeting at 
1:30 
p.m. in Duncan 
Hall
 Room 334. For 
more information, 
call  Catherine 
Clark  at (650) 
347-8239.  
Student  Health Center 
Eating disorder 
support  group 
from 3 -4 p.m. in the Health 
Building Room 208. For 
more  infor-
mation,








 meeting at 7 p.m in the 
Student Union's
 Council Chambers. 
For more 
information,




from  9 - 3 p.m. in the 
Student Union's 
Guadalupe Room. 
For more information, call Vince 




views from 1- 4 p.m.
 in Building Q, 
and co-op workshop 
at
 1:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union's Almaden 
Room. For 




Christian  Fellowship 
Bible
 study/support group at 11 
a.m. in the Student
 Union's 
Pacheco Room. For 
more informa-
tion. call Diane
 Stegmeir at 279-
6385.  
SJSU Women's Rugby Club 
Practice: all interested athletes 
welcome from 6:30 - sunset on 10th 
Street Field For more information. 
call Hilda at 924-8799. 
Tuesday 
Alpha
 Phi Omega 
Informational meeting: How to 
join from 7 - 8 
p.m.
 in the Student 
Union's Costanoan 
Room.  For more 
information, call 924-6626. 
SJSU Budo TaiJutsu
 Club 
Martial arts training/lesson 
from 4 - 5 p.m. in the Judo Room 
located in YUH Room 202. For 
more information, call Garth at 
297-7646.  
School of Art
 and Design 
Student galleries 
art exhibits 
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and recep-
tions from 
6 - 8 p.m. in the  Art and 
Industrial Studies buildings. For 
more information,
 call Scott and 
Jenny at 924-4330. Tuesday night 
Lecture Series: Rick 
Dingus, mutil-
medi photographer from 5 - 6 p.m. 
in the Art Building Room 133. 
For  
more information, call Andy at 924-
4328. 
Beta Alpha Psi 
Grant Thornton office
 visit from 
3,30 - 5:30 p.m at 
the Grant 
Thornton San Jose Office located at 
150 Almaden Blvd. Maps are avail-
able 
in Business Classrooms Room 
208 
for more information. call 
Pam 
Arquelada at 258-4695 












4:30 - 6 p.m.





Room.  For more 
infor-






























call  924-6033. 
Library 





 from 10 a.m. 
- 3 p.m.




 Library North 
Room 408. For 





 Scientists and 
Engineers 
General body meeting at 
6:30  
p.m. in the 
Engineering Building 
Room 358. For  more information, 




support  group at 2 
p.m. in the Student Union's 
Almaden Room. For more informa-
tion, call Diane Stegmeir at 279-
6385. 
Nutrition and Food Science 
Department 
Measure your percent body fat 
using
 
bin -electrical impedance. In 
the Central Classrooms Building 
Room 103 form 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
The cost is $5 for students, faculty 
and staff 
and $10 for all others. For 
more information, call Jill 
Christensen at 924-3110. 
Golden Key 




 meeting from 7 - 8 
p.m. in the Student
 Union's 
Almaden Room.
 All members please 











 1210 - 12:35 
p.m. and RCIA meeting the Triune 
God from 7 - 9 p.m. at the Campus 
Ministry 
Center  at the corner of 
10th and 
San Carlos streets, across 
from the 
residence
 halls. For more 
information, call 













Jennifer, Evei ado, and the ('IA 
in
 
Guatemala at 3:30 p.m. in 
Washington Square Hall Room
 04 
For  more information. call 
Jonathan Karpf at 924-5721. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily
 mass form 12.10 - 12:35 
p.m. and Women's series- Theresa 
of Liseux from 7 - 9 p.m. and faith 
series- The Death Penalty from 5 - 
6 p.m. at the Campus Ministry 
Center at 
the corner of 10th and 
San Carlos streets, across from the 
residence halls. For more 
informa-
tion, call Ginny or Father






Resume critique from 1230 - 3 




for teachers from 
3:30 
- 6 p.m. in the 
Student  Union's 
Umunhum Room.
 For more infor-
mation,
 call 924-6033. 
School of 
Art  and Design 
Student galleries
 art exhibits 
from 10 
a.m  - 4 p.m in the Art and 













Entertainment Discount Books, 
save up to 50 percent on dining, 
movies, sporting event. amd more 
for sale 
from now until December 
in the Nutrition and 
Food Science 









Free dinner and discussion from 
5,30 - 7 p.m at the Campus 
Ministry 
Center at the




















 Dance Club 
Advanced beginning and 
Intermediate cha-cha from 7 - 9 
p.m. in Spartan Complex East 
Room 89 For more 
information,
 
call Carmen at 924 -SPIN. 
Library Donations and Sales 
Unit
 
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m. 
3 p.m in the Clark Library Lobby 
and in Wahlquist Library North 
Room 408. For more information, 
call Acquision at 924-2705. 
Asian 
American  Christian 
Fellowship
 
Speaker, Pastor Richard Chung
 
at 7:30 p.m.
 in the Student 
Union's 
Costanoan Room. For 
mor informa-
tion, call 





 Rugby Club 
Practice from 
6:30 p.m. -sunset 
at Winter






 to join. For more infor-
mation. call 
Hilda  at 924-8799. 
Thursday 
School of Art and Design 
Student galleries art exhibits 
from 10 a.m.
 - 4 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Studiee 
buildings.  For 
more information, call Scott and 
Jenny at 924-4330. 
SJSU 
Study in England 
Program 
Informational meeting 
from 12 - 
1 p.m. in the Faculty Office 
Building Room 104. 
For more infor-





Campaign kick-off to end 16 
years of Republican governors. 
Speaker, music  and voter registra-
tion drive at 12 p.m. in the 
Amphitheater.  For more informa-




services  workshop at 
3.30 p in. in the Student Union's 
Almaden Room. For
 more informa-
tion, call 924-6033. 
Gay lesbian and bisexual 
Alliance 
Day, lesbian partners and chil-
dren at 3:30 p 
in







 JI1.111 Ramos at 
456.r,05R
 
Department  of Occupational 
Therapy
 
Advieing for 0 'r 
program  appli 
cants at 5 p.m in Cuntral
 
Classroom 
Building  Room 210. For 
more 










your percent body fat 
using bio-electrical 
impedance  In 
the Central 
Classrooms  Building 
Room 103 form 
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
The cost is $5 for students,
 faculty 
and staff and $10 





The Listening Hour 
Opera San 






 Juliette" and 
Thomas  Webb's 
"Piano" 
from 12 30 - 













 study from 
7 - 9 p.rn 
Chapters9
 and 10 
of
 Luke and 
Daily 
Mass
 from  1210 
- 12:35 pm  
in the Campus
 Ministry 
Center  at 
the 
corner  of loth




 front th 
re.elence 























 For mor 
information,
 C311 
Karim  at 379-
4950
 
Sparta  Mode is 
provided  five of 
charge  to 
students 




entries is noon, 












require editing of submissions
 
Start




Mutual  UN sales internship program. 
Through
 a Noretwitstern Mutuel
 
lii 
wasmehip you will Mane, My yourae0 
mit one of Amenca's lop internships. 




 reel money 
Mlle  
MS In 







 Put the 
Notthwestern 
MAW  La norm b 
wadi  
la yott 
and roan eue 
you're  math 
much 
more than you Oink. Maybe 
The 
User Avineri, should hear Iran you. 
Inseam/Up openings wallet* now. 
Contact 
Mandy  Sicker. Dtrectot of 
Career Development The Lame Agency, 
00 S. Meant beeet Suite 1000.  Sin 
Jose, CA116111 4011279.3100. 
Virgin 
The  Quiet Careany 
....erormeeloomeacm  
I.
 inrnthow 11911 19.te Imaltsw Hrme999911on laWre Seals 
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Sat oh Orr/ Special to the Spat tat) Dash' 
Professional key grip Spence Strath 
sets up a disco ball for a rave 
scene filmed in a 
hallway  in Hugh Gillis Hall. Strath was asked to 
come 
up from Los Angeles to help film the 















 were busy relax-
ing at 
home  this 
weekend,
 one class 
was 
busy filming
 the music video 
"Surprize 
Packidge" for
 none other than 
Mix Master 
Mike, the 




Due to hit the 
airwaves
 in January, the 
video production 
is a big step for 
students  
in the Special Topics 
in Radio, Television 
and Film class
 and San Jose 
State 
University. With 
the  exception of a few 
working 
professionals  who have 
donated  





 is a member of the
 class. 
Student
 Carrie Larnevale 
said that she 
hadn't known of Mix 
Master  Mike before 
the class, but she 
enjoyed
 his music and 
was looking 




 to raise the 
profile
 of San 


















































 for a 
shoot.  
"There 





Young  said. "I 












 for the 
delay was 
the neces-




























with  the 
production.  
After 


















































































































































































































 page 1 
said
 200 musicians
 applied for 





one  artist. 




 Mike fit 
the crite-
ria. He 










ing  artist who 
could bring 
atten-
tion  to SJSU.
 Third, 
he
 had a 
fresh sound
 that much
 of the 
students  in 
the class 
enjoyed.  
With  Mix 
Master  Mike
 on the 













a crew of 
mostly  col-
lege students 
who  are new to 
the video














them  the 
process.  
An electrician,





assistants  are 
donating  
their services




70 percent of 
the 
production's  cost will come 
from 
donations,  and the theater 
arts department 
will pay the 
other
 30 percent. He said it was 
too 




 is big, however, 
according to Sarrafan  that's 
one of the problems. 
The class 
is tackling an 
expensive and
 ambitious video. 
The video
 is about an alien who 
comes to 
a club on Earth in 
search of Mix Master
 Mike. 
The alien has 
a "Surprize 
Packidge"
 to give to the DJ. 
While looking for Mix 
Master  
Mike at the "Club
 Equator," the 




Sarrafan said the video 
will 
be shot 
at five or six 
different 
places. 
The  locations include
 the 
University
 Theatre, a 







 off campus, 
the  cockpit of 
a 
plane at the SJSU
 aviation 
hangar and 





 the  pro-
duction 
would  shoot 70 to 80 
hours worth of film for 
the four-
minute 
video   not including 
the postproduction editing and 
special effects that will fill the 
rest of the 
semester. The video 
won't be ready until 
next year, 
according to Sarrafan. 
Another challenge for the 
Hodgen said she 
wanted a 
wide range of ethnicity. She 
scanned 
the phone books and 
handed out fliers around 
cam-




 who could 
dance and 
perform  special 
I'd have to say that you 
prepare  as much 
as you can and then
 it's just problem 
solving




Radio, television and film instructor 
production crew is the number 
people in the video. 
"We have about 210 people in 
the video, which is really ambi-
tious as far as coordination and 
getting them on the set and 
making 
them do their thing," 
Sarrafan said. 
Wendy 
Hodgen,  the casting 
director and video's 
alien pro-. 
tagonist,
 was looking  for anyone
 
with talent who 
would  volun-
teer  for 
the 
video.  
tricks. What she got was a cir-
cus of talent. From hip -hop 
dance troupes to country line 
dancers, skaters to jugglers and 
b -boy break dancers to Turkish 
belly dancers, the video is 
diverse  in talent. 
The final challenge for 
Sarrafan is to make the music 
visually interesting and main-
stream -ready. Although Mix 
Master Mike is to the 
turntable
 















 it's not a 
band 
that  you can put a 
camera  
in front of and 
let a charismatic 
singer take over," Sarrafan 
said. 
"This 
thing is really 
new.
 You 
hardly see any 
professional 
video type of things on DJs. 
They're more 
underground  and 
less known videos." 
To make the video
 interest-
ing, they will use special effects 
and 
different
 ethnicities and 
dance 
groups
 in odd places such 
as country line dancers at a 
rave and ballet 
dancers
 in an 
Egyptian tomb, Sarrafan said. 
The video is an elaborate pro-
duction for a class. Sarrafan 
said it will be more like a full-
time job. 
He expects the class
 to go 
through the growing pains of 
learning the whole process. 
"I'd have to say that you pre-
pare as 
much  as you can and 
then it's just 
problem
 solving as 
you go on," Sarrafan said. "If I 














 to solve 
it. I think 
that's
 the trick 
I'm trying to 
























said, "not only 
will we attract more students to 




commercial companies to 
invest  
into doing their projects." 
Sarrafan and the 
production  
crew have a long way to go to 
finish the video, let alone 
explore the possibility of cra,k-
ing the tight MTV rotation. Yet 
he knows MTV airplay is the 
highest 
goal  obtainable. 
"That's icing on the
 cake if it 







By Yvette Anna Trejo 
I r..ifurr,
 
In order to keep faculty 
and 
staff members informed about 
the proposed joint library project, 
one of three remaining scheduled
 
meetings
 was held on Friday 



















one building, eliminating 
the 
need  for the city's Dr. 









price of the project is $171 
million. The 
passing  of an 
educational
 bond before 
California 
voters
 on Nov. 3 
is required for
 the project's 




SJSIT's  portion of the bill. 
Colleges  have 
been  convening 
in on,. hour sessions at the 
request of Linda Bain. SJSU 
provost 






cerned faculty and staff a chance 
to discuss the joint library 
Bain said she asked each dean 
to set 
up
 a meeting fin- their col-
lege. or set tip a joint meeting with 
another college in an attempt to 
bring the faculty and staff up to 
date and keep them informed. 
"It's 
an
 opportunity to 
share  
information
 with the 
faculty
 and 
staff and answer their questions: 
Bain said. 
Although  only about half as 
many people attended Friday's 
meeting in Washington Square 
Han as did at a similar meeting 
held Sept. 16, there were more 








joint library included accessibili-
    
     
     














































 to resources, the possibility of 
layoffs, restrictions for city 
patrons and alternatives should 




Terry Applegate, as a clerical 
staff member of the College of 
Social Work and as a student in 
&lane occupational therapy pro-
gram, is primarily concerned 
Project
 
about alternatives to the propos-
al. She said she doesn't feel the 
university has done enough to 
come up with alternative plans. 
"I feel it's 







Applegate said. "I don't think 
there 
has been enough considera-
tion by the administration to 




University  Library has 
raised."  
Save. Our University Library 
is an organization on campus 
that is opposed to 
the  joint library 
and has voiced its 
concern 
regarding borrowing privileges, 
lack of parking, an increased 
number of homeless people and 
fewer specialized library 
services, 
among other things. 
Applegate said 
she  is also con-







hesitant to say this 
is a good idea because
 I don't 
think alternative 
strategies  have 
been
 investigated," Applegate 
said.  
SJSU professor of biolo-
gy
 Michael Kutilek agrees 
that the
 joint library 
indeed may not be a good
 
idea. 
"I guess I need a 
lot of 
convincing that this is 
a 
good idea," 
Kutilek  said. "I 
think there 
are a lot of 
potential problems. 
"There's just so many 
questions for which there 
are no good projections 
and no good answers ... it 
could be a $171 million 
experiment."
 
Kutilek said, among 
those he has spoken to in the 
College of Science, opinions range 
from mildly positive to vehement-
ly opposed to the project. He said 
the faculty doesn't feel they've 
been well informed. Since there 
are only a few examples of joint 








been  the experience in 
Europe? What are the positives 





meeting  is scheduled 
for 9 to 10 a.m. on 
Oct. 14 in the 




































































































































WIN a TV, 
SOUND  SYSTEM, Etc. 
Spirit
 teams will compete
 for points in the 
following  categories: 
T-shirt 
and Spirit Sales 
Decorating Contest 




 for a Spirit 












 are located in A.S. 





































By Aaron Williams 
Sensor Staff Writer 











 to go 
along with their ZZ Top 
beards  
and









 loss to the
 
University of Oregon 
in hopes 






hair went from a "70s 
style afro" to close
-cut and 
blond, safety Malakai Uhi 
also 
donned golden locks 
and Spartan coach 
Dave Baldwin grew a 
goatee. 







University of New 
Mexico Lobos 37-20 in 
front of 11,447 almost 
rabid fans at Spartan 
Stadium on Saturday to 
improve San Jose State 
University's  record to 2-
2 in a game that wasn't 
as close as the final 
score reflected. 
"It's really sweet 
because we're one 
of the have-
nots that wasn't wanted 
by this 
team,
 and the kids really felt 
that," Baldwin said. "Even 
though we 
know  it's not our 
choice, their president 
made a 
choice and said San Jose's not a 
team
 that belongs and we took 
it to them on our
 home  turf. 
Right now we're 
1-0 and lead-
ing the 
WAC  (Western Athletic 
Conference),
 but we have a 
long 
way  to go." 
UNM, along
 with seven other
 
schools, decided in 
June to split 
off from the WAC 
and form 




Spartans  all stepped 
up
 
their game after the bitter
 loss 



















scored a second 
if 
not for 
Marcus  McDavid 
nip-
ping his ankles 











 like a deer 
caught in 
the headlights as 
SJSU stunned them from the 
onset.  
The 
Spartans'  first play from 
scrimmage  "Lobo Harpo 
Right"   was a trick play 
where backup
 quarterback 
offense in the first half. Leigh 
missed
 on several passes, 
including underthrowing tight 
end Brian 
Johnson
 on what 
would have been 
six  points if 
he'd hit him 
in stride. 
This, 
combined  with several 
key
 stops by the "bend but don't 
break" 
Spartan  defense, and 
New Mexico 
could  have been  up 
by 14 
points
 or more. 
Twice New Mexico tried
 to 
convert on fourth
 down and 
both
 times were stuffed by the 




the SJSU 3 -yard line. 
Those
 two stops plus an Omarr 
Smith interception
 negated key 
scoring 
opportunities  by Leigh 




we're one of the have-nots 
that wasn't wanted by this 
team, and the 






SJSU head coach 
George Harp started at flanker 
and on the reverse found Eric 
Ruhle down field on the pass 
that caught the Lobos off 
guard. 
It netted 58 yards, and three 
plays
 later quarterback Marcus 
Arroyo took it in from a yard to 
give the Spartans the quick, 
early lead. 
But it wasn't as though the 





nearly  even  13-10  
in the first half, despite 
being 
statistically outplayed. 
Lobo quarterback Graham 
Leigh, a consensus All-WAC
 
player in preseason, didn't do 
much to 
help New Mexico take 
advantage of its
 defense hold-
ing  SAW to 


















over Yale University at the Event Center. 
"That was a big inter-






points off the board." 
The loss of points 
clearly frustrated the 
Lobos 
and specifically 
Leigh who refused 
to
 
comment  after the game. 
First 
year  coach 
Rocky Long 









one way or 
the 
other," 














 was stagnant. 
In the first 





passing,  with 58 of 
those com-
ing on one 
play. 
The second
 half was an 




defense  picked 
up the 
















On the first series 
of the sec-
ond half, the Spartan 
defense 
forced the 
Lobo  offense to go 
three -and -out. From 
then  on it 






wide  receiver Eric 
Ruhle  tries to evade 
University  of New 
Mexico  players on a 
59
-yard play in 
the 
first quarter of Saturday's
 game at Spartan 
Staduim.
 The Spartans won 
the game 37-20. 
"In the 
first half the 
offense 
was  sputtering, 
just trying to 
get a feel for 
things,"  said Chris 
Kasteler,  one 
half





came out and 
`three-and-outted;
 we knew 
that if 
we put points
 on the 
board 
that
 the game 
was  ours." 
Two 
possessions  later, Arroyo 
found Newell 
on a 26 -yard fade 
route  to the right 
corner
 of the 
end zone 
and hit the wide 




 poise and 
ability 
to move the SJSU
 
offense 
in the third 
quarter,  
Baldwin 




 first and third quar-
ters and switching to Kasteler 
in the second
 and fourth. 
Whether by design or luck, it 
seems that the Spartan 
might 








"It  offers a different per-
spective
 on things." 
Two Dave 
Silberstein  field 
goals, including 
a career -best 
39-yarder,
 put the Spartans 
up
 
23-13 just into the fourth quar-
ter. 





sealed  the win for SJSU. 
Leigh,
 starting to lose his 
composure, complained
 his 
offense couldn't hear due to the 
Yale stretches
 SJSU to five 
games  
By 
Terri  Thorp 
Staff Writer 
The Spartan volleyball team 
came out on top against Yale 
University on Saturday at the 
Event Center. 
San Jose State 
University  
defeated the Yale Bulldogs 12-
15, 
15-5,  15-10, 11-15, 15-12. 
"I don't think 
we
 expected it to 
be such a close match," setter 
Michelle Sarkees said. "I did not 
expect it to go to five 
games."
 
The Bulldogs came 
on
 strong 
in the first game and beat the 
Spartans  15-12. The Bulldogs 
continued to play tough in the 
second and third games but 
SJSU  won both. 
The Bulldogs survived to beat 
the Spartans in 
the fourth game 
but SJSU 
came  through winning 
the fifth and final game of the 
match. 
The 
Spartans  came out of the 
match with a 
record
 of 10-3 for 
the season. 
Yale scored the first two 
points of the fifth game as the 
fans who had come to support 
Yale cheered. 
Outside hitter Brianna Blair 
brought SJSU back 
with two 
kills to tie the game. With the 
Spartans leading,
 the Bulldogs 
were nipping at the heels of 
SJSU. The match continued to 
stay close until the Spartans 
defeated
 Yale 15-12 with a final 
block 
from
 Joslynn Gallop. 
Sarkees came close to break-
ing the career
 assists record of 
3,257 held by Melizza Benitez. 
I don't think we 
expected
 it to be 
such a close 
match. 
I did not 
expect it 




With  3,256 assists, Sarkees 
needs one 
assist  to tie the record. 
SJSU coach Craig Choate 
said the
 Yale match did
 not go as 
well as planned, adding the 
Spartans  can play 
better.
 





after the match. 
The Bulldogs are 6-3 this sea-
son. 
Yale
 lost to Santa Clara 
University 




 up to play," 
defensive specialist Andrea 
Fernandez
 said. "But we handled 
it pretty well." 
Sarkees,  who said she is not 
one to to injuries, 
hurt her index 
finger during practice two days 
before the game but was able to 
play despite the discomfort. 
"It affected my game," 
Sarkees said. 
"I couldn't push 
and control the ball as well." 
Middle blocker Melissa Myers 
and outside hitter Darcy Walker 
helped pace the  win 
against  the 
Bulldogs with 19 kills each in 
the match. 
"We are 
in a bit of a valley 
right now," Choate said. "It's 
good that the WAC is starting 
next week. The team
 will be 
excited
 to play against Fresno 
State who is undefeated this sea-
son." 
The first Western Athletic 
Conference game will be against 
Fresno State University on 
Saturday at the Event Center at 
7 p.m. 
"Fresno is a big 
rival," 
Sarkees said. 
"They  beat us last 
year. We 
want  revenge." 



















 degree to use by 
enrolling  into the Air Force 
Officer
 
Training School Upon successful




become  a 




and  benefits like - great starting pay, medical and 
dental care, 
management
 and travel 
AIM HIGH 
opportunities For more on how to 
qualify
 
and get your career 
soaring  with
 the 
Air Force Officer Training School, 
call 
1 -800
-423 -USAF, or visit our 
website
 at 


















Oct. 1  
Oct.  29 $325
 
LSAT: 





Call today to 










Berkeley  San 
Francisco  
Palo Alto  















threatened  a 
penalty on 
the 




A WAC rule 
states that 
bands can't




 the crowd 
into 
a vocal reaction
 louder than 
the 
band 





and  let it 
show  com-
pleting only 1 -of
-5 passes in the 
third quarter and 
9 -of -20 after 





win gives the 
Spartans  
much -needed 
momentum  as 
they travel to 
Virginia to play 
the Cavaliers, ranked 
11th in 























































































It was a dark 
and  stormy day, 
much
 
like the day 
when  the First Unitarian 
Church burned 
down in October 
1995. 
In an 
effort to raise funds 
to rebuild 





 at St. James 
Park.  
"After the church
 burned down 
we
 








the  board of directors 
of the First 
Unitarian
 Church and 
the  Third Street 
Community  Center, 
which  is a meeting 
place where
 cultural, recreational and 
social activities
 are conducted. "We dug
 
out 
underneath the church to expand the
 
center.





built in 1892, has been 
declared  a California Historic Landmark. 
The 
fire damaged the inside of the church 
beyond use. The church has several sec-
tions including a recreational hall and 
meeting rooms.
 
The rebuilding of the church will cost 
approximately $6 million, which is being 
funded by the church 
congregation,  sever-
al foundations and individual donors. 
The 
Third  Street Community Center is 
currently located
 in the church basement, 
which  is still intact. 
The 
event  had  more than 30 food, game 
and informational booths. The festival 
also featured 19 entertainment acts 
which performed over the course of the 
day. 
The small community event had booths 
that mixed neighborhood supporters with 
other downtown supporters. A snack and 
drink 
booth manned by church members 
sat next to the San Jose Downtown 
Association booth, one of the five organi-
zations to sponsor the event. 
Activities at the festival included 
horseshoes. 
volleyball,
 several relays and 
face painting. Food
 booths featured burri-
tos 
sold 
by a member of the
 church and a 
variety 
of food by Waves Smokehouse 
restaurant.  
The Third Street Fiesta drew in neigh-
bors and friends who live in the area and 
are members of the church. 
"I'm having fun," 6 -year -old Gina 
Hernandez





 booths were 
there to show 
support for the church, as 
well as publicize 
their  organizations. 
"TThe 
Unitarian  Church has always had 
people involved
 in social causes," said 
Charlotte 
Casey,  a volunteer for Amnesty 
International.
 "We wanted to support the 
festival and to provide 
information  on 
Amnesty International." 
As far as construction
 goes, the rebuild-
ing projects are coming
 along, according 
to Embree. The 
sanctuary,  the part of the 
church where
 the congregation meets, 
will open on Oct. 18. The 
circular room 
will 
seat  approximately 325 
people and 
will sit under the large 
dome ceiling. 
"It will have 
stained
 glass all over," 
Embree 
said. "We had a party in the shell 
of it last 
night."
 
The opening will have two 
services.  The 
Spanish-speaking  service will be at 9 a.m. 
and
 the English-speaking 
service will be 
11 a.m. According to Embree, the 
church will start providing church ser-
vices in Spanish 
on
 a regular basis. 
The 
Third  Street Community Center 
project is estimated to open in the 
early 
part of next 
year.  Several new programs 
will be implemented as 
soon as the center 
expands, including the expansion of the 
existing computer learning center. 
The center will be open to youth in the 
area, as well as seniors from the senior 
center across the street from the church. 
According to Embree, a computer lab 
will be used as a classroom to teach com-
puter skills as well as provide Internet 
access for homework. Interns from San 
Jose State University, Santa Clara 
University and neighboring high schools 
will be volunteering to teach computer 
skills. 
Other activities 
include English as  a 
Second 
Language classes and several 
other school
 activities. 
Next spring, the church also hopes to 
finish its Senior Social Hall, which will 
provide social events for 
seniors  in the 
area.  
Third Street Fiesta




City Year San Jose/Silicon Valley, a National Youth organization, gets 
flushed at a baseball toss dunk tank. 
Byron Gray, 6, of San Francisco practices his moves
 at the Hula Hoop station 
Saturday 
afternoon  at the Third Street Fiesta in San Jose. The fiesta was a bene-
fit for the Third Street Community 
Center. 
*1`. 11 





Continued  from 




 Alazraqui said, 
using 
the familiar 




"Uh-oh, I think I 













 going do for 45 
minutes, just say
 'yo quiero Taco 
Bell' over and over again?" 




 in town for business 
reasons. 
He
 said he had always 
wanted to go 
to the BrewHaHa 
festival
 but never got a chance to 
go until this year. 
"I was just never here at the 
right time. I just kept 
missing  it 
whenever
 I came to San Jose," 
Dukinfield said. "When I 
got 
here and found out that the 
BrewHaHa was this weekend, I 
made sure I wasn't going to miss 
it again, raining or 
not."  
About 30 breweries 
partici-
pated in this year's BrewHaHa, 
Knell said. Among the festival's 
newest additions wen. the arts 
and crafts booths and rock 
climbing. 
About seven uniformed 
police  
officers were also at the beer 
fes-






"They sold me tickets 
without 
even 
checking my ID," 





 she's turning 
21 in 
November. "I 
just took my 
chances.  There are 
so many peo-
ple in line for
 tickets, and I 
did-
n't think 
they  were actually 
going to card me." 
Officer  William Tang
 of the 
San Jose 
Police  Department 
said  
verifying
 the ages of drinkers
 is 




 supposed to 
govern
 their own 
patrons,"
 Tang 
said.  "We're only 
here
 to assist 
when 
a security problem occurs." 
Tang said he had not 
encoun-
tered any 
security problems in 
the 
festival  as of 
BrewHaHa's  
closing 
Saturday  night. 
"The

















 Knell said. 
"This gives
 people a chance to 
see and experience
 the different 
restaurants
 and bars along
 San 
Pedro Street," 
Knell said. "Beer 
and wine 
tasting is an 
excellent  
way to do that." 









Snowboard  nthusiast 
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 and dinosaurs have 
something in common 
 they're both 
extinct. 
The kiosks, the arcade
-game -looking com-
puters on 
campus  that allowed students to 
access grades and 
schedule  information, will 
no longer be used, according to Lewis Bundy, 
director
 of student services. 
An Internet web site has
 replaced the 
kiosks since the beginning
 of the semester. 
"We've moved from seven access centers 
to any campus computer lab," Bundy said. 
Student information 
can now be accessed 
through a five
-step  web surf from  any com-
puter with access to the World 
Wide  Web. 
The process is as 
follows:
 The first step is 
to go to www.sjsu.edu on the Internet.
 The 
next three steps are 
selecting  Student 
Services, Student Resource Center and AIR 
Warehouse  in 
that order. The final step is 




Number  and birthdate. 
Bundy said the 
kiosks lasted five years 
past their 
expectancy  and needed to be 
replaced. He said 
some
 students called the 
kiosks "kaos" 
due to all the problems they 
had, such as printers
 breaking down and 
lack of 
ventilation.  Bundy said the expensive
 
repair costs were 
more harmful to the bud-
get than helpful to students. 
Sherill Trillanes, an SJSU student, said 
good riddance to 
the  kiosks. 
"(The kiosks were) usually 
broken down 
half the time, and the other half the lines 
were so long you couldn't even use them," 
she said. 
Bundy said the change to the Internet is 
progressive and state of the art. The web site 
is a data warehouse with the same informa-
tion and printouts the kiosks provided. 
The main difference with the data ware-








 were hooked up 
to the main serv-
er
 and provided 




 Bundy said 
the old kiosk 
sys-
tem would get jammed 
up from all the stu-
dents 
trying  to get information.
 Since the 
Internet information is 
stored in a database, 
the 
new  system won't get tied 
up, even 
though the records 
will  be from the previous 
day. 
"Usually, the data 
(grades, schedules) 
doesn't change from day 
to
 day," Bundy said. 
Farid 
Arevalo,  an SJSU student, likes the 
idea of using 
the Internet to access his 
records. 
"I think it's better because more people 
have access to the Internet," Arevalo said. 
"It's better than having to walk across cam-
pus and find one of the kiosks." 
Other students see flaws in the change. 
"It's unfair for people who don't have the 
Internet
 or the time to use the labs," said 








































 and othar privileges
 
 Exciting 
work  atmosphere 
 Flexible work hours 























 are available: 
Usher, Concesslonist,
 Box Office 




 Cash Handler, 
Housekeeping  
Pick 
up an application 
today!  
Job Hotline: 
(408)  919-0282 
amomercado 20 
3111 Mission
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PERSON  wanted 
PT 











 maintenance. 2484464. 
TAP PLASTICS 
Now Hiring 
 Sales people to work with tools 





Competitive  pay 
 Benefits 
 Great for Industnal Ms Majors 
Apply in 
person  at: 
1212 The Alameda. Sal Jose 
1008 Blossom Hill Rd. San Jose 
10151 S. De Asia Blvd, Cupertino. 
TEACHERS 
SCIENCE ADVENTURES 
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for 
exciting
 'hands on" science 
program afterschool, 




1-800-472-4362  ext. 245/297. 
INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE 
Northwestern Mutual Life will
 be 
on Campus 
Oct.  1 8, 2 in front 
of the 
Student






Central YMCA. Close to SJSU. 
Rexible






& wknds. Food Service exper. req. 
SJ Repertory 









 to our local 
theatre 
are going like hotcakes. 
I need more staff fast! 
Hourly  + 
commission
 + cash bonuses. 
Call now- Start Today. 
Thom 
408/453-7138.  
GOLF RETAILER in Santa Clara 
hiring 











  INSTRUCTOR  
Pi:I-Elementary
 Schools. 





Voiae Ma1:141381287-4170 at 408 
E0E,AAF 
MOTHER'S  HELPER 
needed for 
10 year old boy.








San lose FoothAls. 















a+.  Call 
924-7560,
 WE. 




P/T, perform fun science parties 






































 Must have 
great 

























































teaching reigning step,  
hi -b, &body 
conditioning classes.
 Contact 










Apply 848 N. First 










































































Jose,  CA 
95129.
 Attn: 











College!  Get 
practical  
experience









 with Mac skills? 
Call  asap 
4011/116411371







 PROG. DIR. FT 
pox rasp for yr 
round youth/adult 





 des, mkting,  
communty/volunteer  
relations,  
prog  mgmt. Prey 
exper req'd, 
BS/BA. Bilingual
 a plus. Resumes 
to Tim Kerrihard.
 Central YMCA, 
1717
 The Alameda. 95126.
 
LIFEGUARD NEEDED all shifts 
P/T 
applicants  must have 
current 
YMCA or 
American Red Cross 
Certification. South Valley Family 
YMCA. Call
 Janet 226-9622 x 22. 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS 
15 avail now, exp. nec. 














Sall Fax resume to (408)
 247-0545. 
OEM TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. 
Part-time weekdays. Japanese 






We are remodeling our stores 
in 
San Jose and Milpitas!
 
Aid
 Ocerirg a 
New  Steve in Nemember 
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose! 
Positions  Available: 
Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks 
*Bakery/Del Clerks 
*Service  Clerks 
*(M  Clerk 
di/eel/Seafood Clerks 
An positions offer competitive pay 
and a full benefits package! 
Please see 
store manager for an 
application at the following
 bcations 
3251 So.  White RI. San bee 
3475 AkKee
 RI.
 Sai Ja3e 
1070 Story 
Rd. San Jose 
1641 N. Capitol 
Ave San bee 
215W. Calaveras
 B. Mlpitss 
To 
promote
 a drug-free 
work
 
environment we do 
creemploymert  
&It 
testing Sam Mart 
Summarise(  
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
TEACH TRAFRC 
SCHOOL
 PART TEE 
weekends 
& aenings. No eiperienoe 
necessary. Follow 
our lesson plan. 
Rat nee exd
 cornmiricalizin 






Cabs  St, Sai Jose. 
DAYCARE
 / TUTOR 
Seeking 
P/T after -school 
care
 for 
8 & 11 year 














 and motivate sales 
reps. 
20-36 hrs.
 wk. Salary 
+ bonus. 
Downtown 










 Great pay tips!
 You pick 
days. 
We
 train. Call: Mad 
Science 
of the 







 A PAID INTERNSHIP? 
Call
















 & Hours. 
P/T 
or
 F/T. Apply in person.
 
Ask 
for Gaby or 
Eduardo.  
Round 
Table  Pine. 
Willow  Glen, 
1175 





















being  a live-in 
companion.  Call 
Angela 













Inner City Express. 
22W,
 







 student pat 
time  
to assist






OUTREACH  Youth 
Sports  Coati. 
PT position 20-25 hrs/wk direct-
ing youth sports leagues
 at Luther 
Burbank 
School.  Hours are
 after 
school, noon -time.





 dev & evals.
 Work with 
vols & community 
in collaboration 
thru Restorative 
Justice  Dept. Prev 
exp 
req'd.  Spanish 
speaking  a a. 
Respites to Tim 
Kerrihard, Central
 
YMCA 1717 The Alameda 95126. 
VALETPARKERS 
Valets  needed 
for 
P/T  eves & weekends. Fun. 
flexible






 parties and 
special events
 in the Los Gatos 
area. Must be outgoing,  
friendly,
 
and neat in 
appearance.  No 
previous experience 
nec.
 Must be 
able 
to drive a 5 sp and have a 





 with Tips. 





















 flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for 
teacher
 positions but 
not required




 for Child 
Development
 meta's. Please call 
Cathy for 
an interiew at 2441968
 
or fax resume to 248-7350. 
EXPERIENCED TUTORS
 NEEDED 
Mon.Fri. 3pm-8pm. 1st grade 
through High School. Make 
$1.000 per month.




 to teach 












benefits to full 
time employees. 
Call 248-4464. 
REPS/TRAINERS  NEEDED 
Degree not 
required.  One of the 
largest telemunications cos. 
in amenca needs you. Terrific 
opportunity for aggressive 
self-starters to own their own 
business. Full or part-time.
 
Call now: (408)793-5151. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
 
School year & 
summer,
 Elem. 
school -age rec. 
program,  P/T 
from 2-6pm, PA -F during the 
school 




availebltr from approx. 
F/Tdurirg summer day 
camp prog. XInt salary. no ECE 
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec 
Dept.Call knet at 354E700 x223. 





 time positions. 
We offer: 
Flexible schedules, day or evening. 




NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! 
We ham 
mown  training pregraral
 
We are looking




the doming aces: 
Food Server  (21
 or older please), 













quality, licensed childcare centers 





PT/FT  positions 
 Days. 














 the Bay Area 
KidsPark 
2E0-7929,




Fair  Mall is now hiring. Asst. 




Great  atmosphere. 
Call 
Cindy 
244-7370 or stop by! 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs 
for their School Age 
Child Care 
Centers in San Jose. Er.E.CI3 
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req. 
We Offer Competitive
 Pay, 
Excellent Training, and 
a 
Great Work Environment. 
If you are interested call 
(408)2839200







Job  for Students. 
F/T or P/T All 
Shifts  Available 
Permanent 
Shifts
 & Schedules 
Top Pay





555  D Meridian






USE A PHONE LATELY? 
Licensed
 public utility. NY stock 
exchange teiecommjnications 
company
 is looking for you. 
Earn unlimited residual income. 
International  expansion corning 
soon. 
Set your own hours. 
800-371-4366  
SECURITY 
Abcom Private Security 
We will train you. 
Student Friendly. 
FT, 
PT.  Wkdys & 
All 
shifts.  Flexible Schedule. 
408-247-4827
 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $600/month!
 
Become a Sperm 
Donor.  
Healthy males. 







M -F, 8-4:30 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women ages 21-32. Healthy. 
Responsible. All Nationalities. 
Give the Gift of 
Life!!!  
$3.300 stipend & expenses paid 
We especially need 
Japanese and Chinese Donors. 
PLEASE CALL US AT VAVFC 
(SOO) 314-991111 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell 
discount  subcriptions
 to Bay 
Area 
newspapers.  Auto 
dialers.  
Flexible
 his, 9arrF9pm. Downtown 
near lateral  4 blocks from SJSU.
 






Individuals for extended daycare,
 
P/T in the










NL1WORK  MOE 











If qualified, get 
resume  to Dick 




 mailbox: Eng. 
Bldg. room 284,




 HOSTING. FT & 
PT
 positions 
available  in a busy 
family style 
restaurant

















vacation/sick  pay, prof. dev. $. 
ratio  1:9, beautiful
 park -like 
playground, strong team 
environment!  Min. 12 ECE 
units. 
Enjoy










some Fndays. at First 
Christian.  
80S. Fifth St.
 Call 408-356-1375. 
UNDY HOP DANCE 
WORKSHOP 
Rob & Diane
 at First Christian
 
Church,






he.  1015 
8549. 
with
 the SJSU 
Ski & 
Snowboard
 Club. Includes 
flight out of Si, full condos 5 
night 
stay. 4 of 5 day lift
 
pass. 2 hot tubs,






Mark at 408-292-0955. 
MEn 




Friendship   Service 
Tuesday Sept. 29, 1998 
7-8pm  
9,J Costanoan Q&A: 408924-6626.  
=BM 
ENGLISH EDITING& TUTORING 
Experienced  with the needs of 
Foreign Students. 
Credentialea 
Teacher  & M.A. 
Go To: iwwv.MyEditor.com 
And/Or Cal Jessica 
408/9788034  
SJSU
 Alumni & Member
 of SOUL:
 
Save Our University Library. 
MffIRMINE 
91 WHT TOYOTA 4X4 MS $7K 
Ant cord. New clutch & 31 in. tires. 
Deal steed Brent 
510-49117253.  
SUZUKI 96 SIDEKICK 1LX 4X4 
loaded! a/c, crs. warranty, more. 
Excellent cond. in/out. Silk nego. 






 150 years After 
the Women's Rights Movement 
Began' series of articles at 
www.csmonitor.com - the 




PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel in playing 
guitar  or bass. All 




Jazz. Blues. Rock. 
Fusion,
 Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
 
Call Bill at 408-298-6124. 
WORD PRONG
 
ANNA'S WORD PROCESSING 
Term 
papers, thesis, resumes, 
group projects.etc. Typewriter 
for your applications for mad/law 
school,  etc. Tape transcription. 
Fax Machine. Notary Public, 
Call Anna at 972-4992. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Roaming 
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, 



















Papers. Nursing,  Group 
Projects, 
Rearms. Al 








 NORD PROCESSNG. 
247-2681,  8arn43pm.
 
HEALTH & BEAUTY 






or using chemicals. Let us 
permanently  remove 
your
 
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip 
- Bikini  Chin  Tummy etc. 
Students & 








made before 12/31/98. 
Hair Today Gone
 Tomorrow, 










30 Day Money 












UYour own probe or 
disposable.  
335 S. 





Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
'Great Rates for Good 
Drivers' 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 
"Good Students" 'Educators' 
"Ergineers" "Scientists" 
CA/1 TODAY 296-5270 










We buy. sell & trade computers. 
486. Pentium. 
Mac,  & Notebooks. 
Refuth'd
 equipment
 Is werrantied. 
Prompt 














































































 available in 






3-9 lines: $70  10-14













Send check check or 
money order 
lix 
Spartan Daily Classifieds  
SanJcsie State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
 Clessified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Halt Acorn 209. 




 ads are prepaid.  No refunds on cancelled ads 
 Rates for consecutive publications dates only.  







available for these 
classifications.  $500 
for.
 3 line ad for 














 3 lines 
for  3 days, as a service to the campus 
community. 
Please
 check 1  
one classification: 
_Campus Mae' _Renal Housing 
Greek Messages' 





































+ 1/2 util. 8 miles 
from SJSU.
 Female 
















min.  All 
amenities.  
Seeking
 mature, quiet 
person.  
$450
 + 1/3 
util.




 FT. CUSTOM 
HOME 
to share
 in Si, located on a 
2 1/2 acre lot 
with panoramic 










WRITING HELP: (1110) 601-9654. 
Highest quality writing,editing, 
ghostwriting. Essays, application 
statements, reports, etc. 
Please call Dave 
Bolick,M.A.
 at 














 on the WEB 
For $35- post
 on 15 Web sites. 
Send resume
 + payment 
to: 
PDM Graphics.
 225 Corning 
Ave. 
Milpitas, CA 95035. 
Send salary 
req.
 + F/T or 
P/T.  
Save 




We  accept credit cards. 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only 
$57.00  per year. 
Save
 3O%-60% 
on your dental needs. 




 1 8, 2 
BORN  APTS. 
Live in 
luxury and walk
 to school! 









 central A/C. 
Stop














































576  South 













investment,  3 

















































before  sending 
money for roods
 or saMcee. 
In addition, 












































 in flakes 










Type  of contact 
32 Islam deity 
33 
Entertain 































Part of a 
grove 




67 Streetcar: Brit 
88 Helicopter blade 
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mo. 
8 Pause 
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Climbing  vines 
49 Suit fabric 
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LONG BEACH, Calif 
(API  The gubernatorial





promises  to remain 
focused
 on issues and to air 
kinder,  gentler ads is 
deteriorating  into a war of 
words,  with Dan 
Lungren and 




 demands for apologies. 
With polls showing the 
race tight five weeks from
 Election Day, 
the candidates  TV ads
 are increasingly direct 
and  combative, their 
debates art) 
more  acrimonious, their 
speeches
 are laced with attacks.
 
Both sides
 say they want to stay on the




"I said I would try to run
 a positive campaign in as many aspects
 
:is I could, but I never 
promised  to be a sad sack punching bag," 
Lungren 
said
 in an interview Sunday at 
the Republican state con-
vention. "I 
had hoped that he would not 
go
 negative, but he's gone 
all-out." 
Lungren entered 
the convention on Friday with a 
call  for racial 
harmony
 and an upbeat pledge to capture 
victory  in November, 
never mentioning 





 up as the 
weekend  pro-
gressed. Saturday, he unveiled a new TV 
ad accusing Davis of fudg-
ing his support for the three -strikes
 ballot proposition that became 
law. The same day he launched a similar broadside at Davis in a 
speech.
 
"I ask you, was Gray 
Davis  there to help us fight for three 
strikes?" Lungren asked listeners at a convention luncheon,
 where 
delegates responded with a resounding "No." 
"I think Gray Davis owes all of California an apology," Lungren 
said.  
Likewise, Davis and his supporters spent the latter part of the 
week demanding an apology for a comment Lungren made compar-
ing police 
unions to NBA 
player  and coach
-choker 
Latrell Sprewell 
during their third debate. Davis began airing two potent new ads of 
his own last week, one on 
abortion, the other 
contrasting  the candi-
dates' positions on a variety of issues including oil drilling and 
assault 
weapons.  
While the campaign is entering the realm of negative attacks, it 
is still mild compared to recent races in California or to others under 
way in other states. The Davis and Lungren ads remained bio-
graphical for much of the summer. Davis has shown restraint, given 
his history: His 1992 ad comparing Dianne Feinstein to hotel queen 
and convicted tax evader Leona Helmsley was considered one of the 
sleaziest in state history. Davis apologized to Feinstein earlier this 
year.  
In the primary, a Davis TV ad claimed Democratic rival and for-
mer Northwest Airlines co-chairman Al Checchi 'killed kindergarten 
legislation to save a tax break for his airline" and fired 4,000 people 
while paying himself $10 
million a year. Checchi's own attack ads 
were 
widely
 blamed for his demise, and Sherry 
Bebitch  Jeffe, a polit-
ical analyst at Claremont Graduate University, said the survivors 
are mindful of that.
 
"I do think that they've 
been
 a bit careful because of the message 
of the primary." she 
said. "When (failed Democratic candidate Rep. 
Jane ) Harman and Checchi took 
each
 other out and left Gray Davis 
standing, certainly Gray learned 
from that, and certainly Dan 
Lungren understood that too." 
Still, both sides have accused the other of breaking a pledge in 
their first debate not to 
mount negative attack ads 
unless the sub-










 from page 
1 
The 
downtown  San Jose 
park is between 
the 









 spoke at 




































president  has 
lied











erated there is a lot
 of it. 
"There's 
so much dirt on 
him, even if it 
doesn't stick
 to him it 
will  eventually
 cover 
him over," he said. 
11 -year-old 
Lupe
 Diaz said 
Clinton's per-
sonal matters
 should be left 












like child abuse 





"We're nobody to say 
who can be forgiven.
 
God forgives 
him," the elder Diaz 
said. 
"We're here to 




 not alone." 
Kay Moberly, 






old party loyalist and 
she said she 
was glad 
to be out supporting the president
 
amid all the controversy. 
"He's done more for
 the people than any 
other president," she said. "He 
has a job to do 
and a job to finish." 
Shane Connolly
 disagrees. 
"If he were doing 
what was best for his 
party," the Fremont man said,
 "he would 
resign." 
Connolly said 
Clinton  should resign only 
so Vice President Al 
Gore  "will have a couple 
years to 
get people to like him, and then ran 
as an 
incumbent successfully" 
Andrew Laverdiere donned a 
blue
 dress 
for the occasion, because he said he wanted 
to point out while 
the media focused on 
Monica Lewinsky's 
dress,  the president's sit-
uation was actually the result of interna-
tional conspirators. 
"It's just that people have been 
inundated 
with this media crap about the
 dress," he 
said.  
Stu, f 1.t,011,0,1 
,Cptg  1.11 
it,
 Ole MIA 
President Clinton greeted several supporters after he stepped off Air Force One 
Friday 
afternoon  at Moffett Federal Airfield. He was in the Bay Area for Democratic 
fund-raisers and to visit with daughter Chelsea at Stanford University. This was 
Clinton's first visit to California since the Starr Report was publicly released
 earli-
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 of Positions In All Hiring 
Areas!  
Sales to Management, Programming
 to 
Administration,  Retail to Banking...
 












A Westecb Company 
FOR MORE
 INFO OR COMPANIES INTERESTED
 
IN 
PARTICIPATING PLEASE CALL: 
(408) 748-7600 OR VISIT
 OUR WEBSITE AT 
tivtivw.illhsamerica.com 
I lit I A1111144111!  11111 141111111 ()PIING 5ERVICES!  
FREE
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